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Abstract 
 

We describe a CMOS image sensor employing pixel-level 
Σ∆ analog to digital conversion. The design has high fill 
factor (31%), zero DC offset fixed pattern noise and reduced 
reset and transistor readout noise in comparison to other 
analog and digital imager readout techniques.  The Σ∆ pixel 
design also has low power consumption: 0.88 nW/pixel at 30 
fps, high dynamic range of 16 bits, intrinsic linearity, and 
relative insensitivity to process variations. 
 

Introduction 
          

Several CMOS image sensor architectures have been 
developed in recent years. Most of these architectures have 
analog readouts, such as Passive and Active Pixel Sensors 
(APS). More recently digital pixel sensor designs have been 
developed ([1], [3], and [4]). The digital designs offer 
several advantages over APS designs including higher 
dynamic range and linearity, lower fixed pattern noise (FPN) 
and lower power consumption. The design in [1] employs a 
Nyquist rate ADC at the pixel and designs in [3] and [4] 
employ Σ∆ ADC’s. The Σ∆ based image sensors have shown 
higher dynamic range (DR) and better performance scaling 
to deep sub-micron CMOS technologies due to the fact that 
the over-sampling approach relies on transistor speed rather 
than precision and low noise, as in the APS and Nyquist rate 
digital image sensors. The designs proposed in [3] and [4] 
are fully-parallel Σ∆ pixel designs, where each pixel is 
provided with a separate Σ∆ ADC, as shown in Fig. 1. These 
designs achieved high DR, low power, and low FPN. 
However, a major disadvantage of these designs is their low 
fill-factor of 3% and 14%, respectively. To address this 
problem, we divide the Σ∆ pixel into the elements that must 
be located at the pixel site with the remainder of the Σ∆ 
structure located out of the pixel and shared among the 
pixels of one row. 

 
Fig. 1: Fully-parallel Σ∆ pixel design 
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Fig. 2 shows a conventional 1st-order Σ∆ modulator 
(Σ∆M). Assuming that the quantization noise e[n] is white 
with uniform probability density, the transfer function of the 
Σ∆M is as shown in (1). If the oversampling ratio of the 
Σ∆M employing a K-bit quantizer is equal to OSR, the 
theoretical SNR is given by (2). 

y(z-1)= z-1x(z-1)+(1- z-1)e(z-1)   (1) 

SNR=6.02(K+1.5log2(OSR)) - 3.41   [dB]  (2) 

It was shown in [2] that the resolution of the Σ∆M is 
insensitive to the quantizer’s offset and wide-band noise, 
which eliminates the imager’s offset related FPN and 
attenuates the readout noise. Moreover, the Σ∆M is 
insensitive to monotonic nonlinearities following the 
integrator. Therefore, it is unaffected by the non-linear 
charge-to-voltage transfer function of the photodiode (PD), 
allowing a lower supply voltage and reduced power 
consumption. The proposed Σ∆ digital-pixel does not require 
an amplifier element so the pixel static current is equal to 
zero, which significantly reduces power consumption. 

Fig. 3 shows the proposed Σ∆M pixel architecture. A PD 
that integrates photon-induced charge serves as the 
integrator, the quantizer is separated into the input transistor, 
M1, located at the pixel and the remaining comparator 
structure that is outside of the pixel and shared among the 
pixels of the row. The quantizer is multiplexed to a selected 
pixel through the transistor M2. The quantizer of the Σ∆M 
does not require high gain, as opposed to Nyquist rate ADCs, 
so a low power dynamic comparator (regenerative latch) 
without pre-amplification may be used. When the PD voltage 
falls below a set threshold the quantizer outputs a “1” and the 
feedback DAC restores a fixed amount of positive charge to 
the PD raising its voltage to above threshold. The feedback 
DAC may be shared by four neighboring pixels, as proposed 
in [5] this compromises the pixel symmetry and uniformity. 
Therefore, in our design each pixel has its own DAC to 
maintain pixel symmetry. We have shown that even though 
the transistor count is higher than in [5], our design improves 
the fill-factor. The feedback DAC is implemented with 3 
PMOS transistors that are clocked similarly to a CCD charge 
transfer structure (Fig. 3). A fixed amount of positive charge 
is injected on the n+/psub PD when needed. 

 

 
Fig. 2: 1st-order Σ∆M architecture 



 
Fig. 3: Proposed Σ∆M pixel design 

 
The transistors M3 and M5 operate as switches to allow 

charge transfer. The transistor M4 operates as a linear MOS 
capacitor used to store the positive charge to be fed back. 
When PD reset is required, all transistors (M3, M4, and M5) 
act as switches simultaneously connecting the PD to the reset 
voltage set at Vdd/2. The PD reset operation occurs only once 
every OSR samples resulting in a total reduction of the reset 
noise by a factor of OSR. The M4 gate voltage is controlled 
to provide a feedback magnitude required by different light 
conditions. Maximum feedback magnitude, which defines 
the maximum non-saturating light intensity, is provided 
when the M4 gate voltage is equal to zero. The design allows 
the variation of the feedback magnitude by a factor of 100, 
as in [5], increasing DR by 40dB. 

The columns of the imager are sequentially selected so that 
the body of the quantizer is multiplexed to a single pixel at a 
time. If the PD voltage exceeds the set threshold the 
quantizer outputs a single-bit and the feedback DAC injects 
charge to the PD after which the column selector unit selects 
the next column. 

Oversampling in the Σ∆M design increases charge-
handling capacity so the PD saturates at much higher light 
intensity.  Therefore the upper bound of the DR is extended 
by a factor of OSR compared to non-oversampling designs. 
Oversampling also may be exploited to decrease the dark 
current related shot noise to extend the DR at the lower end. 
This is achieved by resetting the PD every Mth sample, which 
reduces the shot noise power by 20log10(OSR/M) dB. 
Therefore, the proposed Σ∆ image sensor improves response 
under both low and high light illuminations.  

Fig. 4 shows the low-frequency portion of the single-bit 
stream spectrum obtained from the pixel location (2,3) at 1/3 
of the maximum light intensity and OSR = 256.  The SNR is 
59.6 dB for a 30 Hz sampling rate. 

The performance parameters of the prototype are listed in 
Table 1. Operating from a 3.3 V power supply this design 
shows a 40-fold reduction in power dissipation with respect 
to the next most power efficient designs proposed in [1]. 
However, the Σ∆ pixel design may operate with lower supply 
voltages without compromising image quality thus reducing 
power consumption even further. Fig. 5 shows the pixel 
layout and chip micrograph. 

 
Fig. 4: Low-frequency portion of the spectrum of the single-bit 

stream from pixel location (2,3). 
 

  
Fig. 5: Layout of 10µm x 10µm Σ∆ pixel unit and chip micrograph 

of 128x128 Area Σ∆ Image Sensor. 
 
Table 1: 128 x 128 Area Σ∆ Image Sensor Performance 

Technology 0.35µm, 1P4M, nwell CMOS 
Sensor Area: 1693µm x 1438µm 
Pixel Area: 10µm x 10µm  
Fill Factor: 31% 
QE @ 550nm: 28.9 % 
Transistors per pixel: 5 
Supply voltage:  3.3V 
OSR 256 
Power consumption @ 
midlevel light intensities w/o 
decimation filter and pads 

0.88 nW/pixel 

Measured SNR: 59.6dB 
Linear Dynamic range: 99.6dB 
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